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EU ECHO - EU COMMISION CIVIL PROTECTION MECHNISM

EU ECHO ORGANIZATION STRUCTURE

EU ECHO - OPERATIONAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE

Emergency response coordination centre ERCC The operational hub of
the Mechanism which monitors emergencies around the globe 24/7, and
coordinates the response of the participating countries in case of a crisis.
Thanks to its pre-positioned and self-sufficient civil protection modules, the
ERCC teams are ready to intervene at short notice both within and outside
the EU. They undertake specialized tasks such as search and rescue, aerial
forest fire fighting, advanced medical posts and more.
European Emergency Response Capacity (EERC)

EMERGENCY RESPONSE CAPACITY – TECHNICAL MODULES
Technical Assistance Support Teams (TAST) and Modules are pre-defined, specific
and interoperable assistance capabilities that can be deployed at short notice (max.
twelve hours of a request for assistance). TAST is a type of module that provides
technical support to an On- Site Operations Coordination Centre (OSOCC).
Today is specified 32 different module types, we have to find one what fits our
interests. Each ECHO partner country register certain number of modules).
I.e in Y2013. France has registered 32% of all modules in CECIS data base).

EU ECHO – ANNUAL CALLS FOR PROPOSALS
Development projects, Best practice transfer, Workshops and exercises,
Cross border cooperation etc.
Up to two years duration, total budget per project 500.000 - 800.000 EUR,
participation up to 25%

ECRA PROJECT PROPOSAL
Project context
If some serious accident happen in speleo underground environment, rescue
actions are so much complicated and long-lasting that almost no one country has
enough skilled rescuers to be able to make rescue only by its own capacity.
Therefore each demanding speleo rescue action usually needs help of similar
rescue services from neighboring countries.
Because of lack of predefined operational rules for emergency escalation and lack
of knowledge about rescue capacities in neighboring countries, calls for
preparedness and on-field participation travels just by private contacts between
people who privately know each other.
Once the international mixed teams start working together in the rescue operation,
immediately become visible discrepancies in daily praxis what can in certain
moment lead to the really dangerous situations.
1. Development of unified cooperation internationalized speleo rescue
2. Participation of speleo rescuers in earthquake stroke zones – urban areas

PROJECT OBJECTIVENESS

Project package 1.
Setup of preparedness and emergency escalation (collision of national
legislatives)
Action items in this project package shall be following:
- collection and examination of national civil protection rules of all
members, harmonization and proposals for new modalities of efficient call
escalation, what are possibilities for maximal shortening of response
time?
- cooperation with responsible EU ECHO divisions for advices
- several workshops with national civil protection bodies and ECRA with
the goal to explain problem and force search for efficient solution
- collection of technical data about national rescue service capacities and
other data relevant for internationalization of rescue action

PROJECT OBJECTIVENESS

Project package 2.
Definition of behavior recommendations for operation in urban zones
Action items in this package shall be about:
- workshops with presentation of general rescue experiences collected in
international helps (like Haiti earthquake, tsunami water hammer,
INSARAG rules etc.) and recommendation how to behave in the areas of
disaster
- technical workshops about proper fastening and anchoring in buildings,
dangers in buildings and construction for rescuers, adaptation of rope
technics to be useful in urban areas, understanding of firefighting progression
technics etc

PROJECT OBJECTIVENESS

Project package 3.
Definition of recommendation for harmonized cooperation
This package includes harmonization exercises and technical workshops by
means of them will be unified
- guidelines of rescue action management
- rescue equipment and rope technics
- Underground camping
- communication in multilingual environment
In facet everything what is essential for international collaboration of national
rescue services. This project package also include production or translation of
manuals describing cave rescue topics.
Action items will be mutually defined.

PROJECT OBJECTIVENESS

Project package 4.
Fourth project package is related to the aspect of life saving at diving in caves.
In may cases of cave exploring, further cave progression is possible only by
diving what is most dangerous activity in the water and in the caves.
Diving is also tightly connected with very short time allowed to work in deep
underwater so exchange of divers in some complicated rescue situation is only
safe solution.
In this package focus will be on roots of accidents, medicine and rescue in
underwater.

